WILLIAM E. COTTLE SCHOOL
2019 Drop Off & Pick Up Procedure FAQ

We realize that the periods of morning drop off and afternoon pick up are very busy and can be stressful
times of day. Our goal is to provide an orderly and efficient process that maintains our highest priority,
the safety and security of our students and staff. We thank you, in advance, for your patience and
cooperation.
In an effort to address some questions you may have, please see the below FAQ:
Morning Drop Offs
What has changed?
Nothing, Grade K student drop-off remains at the entrance by the Auditorium under the awning, and the
Grades 1-5 student drop-off remains in place on the corner of Ridge Street and Siwanoy Boulevard. This
zone also allows cars to pull over on the curbside of the school building to prohibit students from
crossing the street. Our intent is to continue with a crossing guard at this location. Siwanoy Boulevard
will remain closed in front of the school during arrival times.
Drop Off Map

Afternoon Pick Ups
Grandma does pick up on Tuesdays, and I pick up the other days of the week, can I get an extra tag
and name plate?
Every family will be given two sets of pick up identification in their summer mailing. For security reasons,
we ask that you rotate those two sets as needed.
I turned on to the pick up line on Siwanoy but don’t have my tag or name plate, can you just
dismiss my child to me?
For security reasons, any car that does not have both the Pick Up Tag and Name Plate will NOT be
permitted to pick up in the car line. Once you are in line on Siwanoy Boulevard, vehicles will need to wait
in line until the cars in front of them pass through the dismissal area, then park on a side street, and go to
the security desk to sign your child out.
I have the pick up tag but forgot my name plate, what should I do?
For security reasons, any car that does not have both the Pick Up Tag and Name Plate will NOT be
permitted to pick up in the car line. Those cars will need to exit the car line and park on a side street,
drivers must then go to the security desk and sign your child out.
My neighbor is running late, can I pick up their kids too?
Any change to who is picking up your child must be communicated to your child(ren)’s teacher(s) and
Diana Scotton, in the Main Office. To the fullest extent possible, please be sure to notify the teacher(s)
and the Main Office of any dismissal change by 1:30 p.m.
It’s a nice day and the dog needs a walk, can I get out of my car if I’m in the pick up line?
No, please do not exit your vehicle while in the pick-up line. Our goal is to keep the pick up line orderly
and efficient. When you are curbside on Siwanoy and your child(ren) are loading your vehicle, adults are
only permitted to exit the vehicle to assist in buckling your child(ren).
I just need to drop off a permission slip to the main office, can I run to the security desk while I’m
waiting in the pick up line?
Again, our goal is to keep the pick up line orderly and efficient. If you need to exit your vehicle for any
reason (other than to assist your child entering your vehicle), please park on a side street, then go to the
security desk and sign your child out.
I’m in a rush and headed the wrong direction, can I just go down Siwanoy from Ridge Street for
pick up?
No, all cars MUST enter the pick up lines from Crawford Street. For safety reasons, vehicles will not be
permitted to drive in the dismissal area other than in the two dismissal lines originating at Crawford.
Please do NOT attempt to enter the lines otherwise.
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